
A floor 

like no other A floor like no other

ARTfloors from Silikal! Floors, which bring 

creativity, colour and dynamic in your every-

day life. They are absolutely unique and 

extremely resistant at the same time.

ARTfloors make your life more beautiful … 

in offices and cafés, conference and sales 

rooms, entrance halls and sports centres, in 

kindergartens and museums. In short: Where 

representative places need an own, attractive 

”new face“ – there are enough grey surfaces!

With reactive resins from Silikal you have the 

right instrument to go against it. A modern 

flooring system with extremely high resistance 

against wear and tear. It can even cope with 

the strongest mechanical and chemical load. 

And: One to two hours after the work is done, 

the floor has reached it`s full load.

It needs to be more art in our everyday  

life – Silikal takes this serious. ARTfloors is a 

way to bring it near to you. 

A floor like no other
… and how it is going to work

Interested in ARTfloors?

Please contact us. Our application technicians are pleased 

to inform you about the practical side of our ARTfloors-

system. Please note the important aspects: condition, size 

and floor plan of the area that needs to be reworked.  

What loads must your future ARTfloor bear? And last but 

not least: Are there any regulations?

Design – only for your project

You have favorite colours? Favorite motives? You want your 

floor to look bright, lively or rather comforting?  

Our application technicians will talk with you about all 

this … and more.

Superquick: The Realisation

ARTfloors from Silikal are realised according to your wishes 

and concepts. Different techniques are applied, but they 

all have in common: They are ready in an absolutely short 

time. The applied reactive resins cure within only one to 

two hours. The floor can bear its full load at once.

By the way: Don’t worry about daring decisions.  

In case the use of the room or the taste changes some-

times: Silikal floors can be reworked easily.

Great art to reasonable prices

There is still the question about the price of these great 

work of art. As an indication: The costs are comparable 

with prices of high-class natural-stone or parquet flooring. 

Absolutely reasonable!
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Expect more from your floor.

Expect more from your floor.

All details given above can only serve as general information. The various working conditions 
or circumstances beyond our control and the many different materials in use exclude any 
claim which might arise out of the information contained herein. In case of doubt, we recom-
mend that you make sufficient trials on your own.
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